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Excel Dashboards and Reports

2013-05-28

learn to use excel dashboards and reports to better conceptualize data updated for all
the latest features and capabilities of excel 2013 this go to resource provides you
with in depth coverage of the individual functions and tools that can be used to create
compelling excel reports veteran author michael alexander walks you through the most
effective ways to present and report data featuring a comprehensive review of a wide
array of technical and analytical concepts this essential guide helps you go from
reporting data with simple tables full of dull numbers to presenting key information
through the use of high impact meaningful reports and dashboards that will wow
management both visually and substantively details how to analyze large amounts of data
and report the results in a way that is both visually attractive and effective
describes how to use different perspectives to achieve better visibility into data as
well as how to slice data into various views on the fly shows how to automate redundant
reporting and analysis processes walks you through creating impressive dashboards eye
catching visualizations and real world what if analyses excel dashboards and reports
second edition is part technical manual part analytical guidebook and exactly what you
need to become your organization s dashboard dynamo

Excel Dashboards and Reports

2010-08-06

the go to resource for how to use excel dashboards and reports to better conceptualize
data many excel books do an adequate job of discussing the individual functions and
tools that can be used to create an excel report what they don t offer is the most
effective ways to present and report data offering a comprehensive review of a wide
array of technical and analytical concepts excel reports and dashboards helps excel
users go from reporting data with simple tables full of dull numbers to presenting key
information through the use of high impact meaningful reports and dashboards that will
wow management both visually and substantively details how to analyze large amounts of
data and report the results in a meaningful eye catching visualization describes how to
use different perspectives to achieve better visibility into data as well as how to
slice data into various views on the fly shows how to automate redundant reporting and
analyses part technical manual part analytical guidebook excel dashboards and reports
is the latest addition to the mr spreadsheet s bookshelf series and is the leading
resource for learning to create dashboard reports in an easy to use format that s both
visually attractive and effective

Top Secrets Of Excel Dashboards

2017-10-30

today there is an increased demand for flexible information access requirements and
rapid decision making do you think the old approach for collecting assimilating and
collecting information can feel in the gap no it can cause limitations and obstacles
that slow your ability to integrate the strategy and processes of a business for you to
meet up with the increase in demand and information requirement you will need a
flexible and integrated business intelligence solution that facilitates more informed
and timely decision excel dashboard is the solution surprised don t be an excel
dashboard is most of the time one pager that helps business owners or managers in
tracking key kpis or metrics and takes a decision based on it it contains views tables
and charts that are backed by data excel dashboards have lots of benefits some of which
are you would have absolute visibility into your business exceptional time savings
productivity will increase stress will be reduced you will know which area of your
business is performing poorly thereby working on it and increasing profit but do you
think these benefits would just fall from the sky no knowing the secrets of excel
dashboards is the key that opens the door to these benefits our top rated short book
top secrets of excel dashboards save your time with ms excel is incredible as it shows
you the secrets of excel dashboards that open the door to various benefits this amazing
product stands to offer you some advantages that are incomparable wow come with us and
let s take a look at the benefits it offers the book is informative giving you a great
knowledge of excel dashboards it offers precise short and self explanatory top secrets
of excel dashboards ehw you will not stop until you read to the end it offers a great
navigation index that you can use as reference guide top secrets provided will save
your time increase your profit and give you total visibility into your business and so
much more this is no joke you don t need to spend all the money on you before getting
this book it is affordable and suitable for all budgets purchasing our product could
save about us 1000 which is a lot of money that can take care of other basic needs no
doubt the result you will get from this book is worth more than its price believe it we
cannot deny the fact that this incredible and powerful book might not contain the
entire information about excel dashboards our main goal is to make sure you have a
great knowledge in excel dashboard so has to move your business forward the more you
delay purchasing and making use of the information in this book the more you waste your
precious time and the more you remain in the dark about the progress of your business
note each day you delay buying this product the more you waste your precious time and
the more you remain in the dark about the progress of your business purchase this



product while you can

Data Visualization with Excel Dashboards and Reports

2021-02-17

large corporations like ibm and oracle are using excel dashboards and reports as a
business intelligence tool and many other smaller businesses are looking to these tools
in order to cut costs for budgetary reasons an effective analyst not only has to have
the technical skills to use excel in a productive manner but must be able to synthesize
data into a story and then present that story in the most impactful way microsoft shows
its recognition of this with excel in excel there is a major focus on business
intelligence and visualization data visualization with excel dashboards and reports
fills the gap between handling data and synthesizing data into meaningful reports this
title will show readers how to think about their data in ways other than columns and
rows most excel books do a nice job discussing the individual functions and tools that
can be used to create an excel report titles on excel charts excel pivot tables and
other books that focus on tips and tricks are useful in their own right however they
don t hit the mark for most data analysts the primary reason these titles miss the mark
is they are too focused on the mechanical aspects of building a chart creating a pivot
table or other functionality they don t offer these topics in the broader picture by
showing how to present and report data in the most effective way what are the most
meaningful ways to show trending how do you show relationships in data when is showing
variances more valuable than showing actual data values how do you deal with outliers
how do you bucket data in the most meaningful way how do you show impossible amounts of
data without inundating your audience in data visualization with excel reports and
dashboards readers will get answers to all of these questions part technical manual
part analytical guidebook this title will help excel users go from reporting data with
simple tables full of dull numbers to creating hi impact reports and dashboards that
will wow management both visually and substantively this book offers a comprehensive
review of a wide array of technical and analytical concepts that will help users create
meaningful reports and dashboards after reading this book the reader will be able to
analyze large amounts of data and report their data in a meaningful way get better
visibility into data from different perspectives quickly slice data into various views
on the fly automate redundant reporting and analyses create impressive dashboards and
what if analyses understand the fundamentals of effective visualization visualize
performance comparisons visualize changes and trends over time

Building Dashboards with Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016

2017-03-10

learn to build professional and powerful dashboards with microsoft dynamics gp and
excel about this book this book provides a core foundation for you to understand the
ever changing microsoft power bi through this book you ll understand how data flows and
is secured between microsoft dynamics gp and microsoft excel you ll see how to create
amazing dashboards using various tools such as excel 2016 power bi jet express and more
who this book is for this book is geared up for analysts and accountants keen on
building and maintaining professional dashboards with microsoft excel 2016 for
microsoft dynamics gp 2016 data and building financials with visuals using the new jet
reports express tool for dynamics gp an introduction is provided for those who want to
maintain dashboards in microsoft power bi what you will learn use gp data in excel 2016
in a meaningful way build basic financial statements using jet reporting express
including visualizations understand the foundation of power bi and its components get
and maintain data from dynamics gp in power bi find out how to use the power bi query
editor the get and transform feature in excel 2016 format basic visualizations to get
better insights understand jet reports express which is used to create basic financial
statements use the new dynamics gp features such as odata and adding power bi tiles on
the home page in detail microsoft dynamics gp is a complete erp solution that is
extremely beneficial for small to midsize organizations in helping them grow
exponentially the book shows you in detail how to build great looking dashboards with
microsoft dynamics gp that enhance a company s decision making processes this guide
will take you from the basics of setting up and deploying to creating secure
refreshable excel reports using a whole host of tools available within microsoft
dynamics gp and excel this tutorial will show you how to visualize your data using
simple conditional formatting techniques and easy to read charts and allow you to make
your data interactive with slicers we will also cover core topics such as business
analyzer microsoft sql reporting services reports bi360 and more you will find out to
use power bi share and refresh data and dashboards in power bi and use power bi query
editor by the end of this book you will have all the information required to build
interactive dashboards using dynamics gp style and approach the book takes a step by
step approach and contains real world examples that provide the building blocks to
create engaging dashboards this practical guide is all about doing get your data open
up excel and go

Excel Dashboards & Reports for Dummies

2016-01-26



make the most of your data using the power of excel when you think of data do you think
of endless rows and columns in spreadsheets excel dashboards and reports for dummies
3rd edition shows you how to make the most of your data and puts an end to mind numbing
spreadsheets by exploring new ways to conceptualize and present key information there s
often a gap between handling data and synthesizing it into meaningful reports and this
approachable text bridges this gap with quick and accessible information that answers
key questions like how to meaningfully capture data trends how to show relationships in
data and when it s better to show variances than actual data values as a leading
spreadsheet application microsoft excel is the go to data software this tool allows you
to use dashboard reports that leverage gauges maps charts sliders and other visual
elements to present complex data in a manner that s easy to understand using excel
dashboards effectively can improve your professional capabilities by leaps and bounds
analyze and report on large amounts of data in a meaningful way look at data from
different perspectives and better visualize the information you re presenting by
quickly slicing data on the fly automate redundant reporting and analysis functions
making your data analysis and reporting routine more efficient create visualizations
dashboards and what if analyses that are as visually appealing as they are substantial
excel dashboards and reports for dummies 3rd edition is a fantastic resource if you re
looking to spice up your reporting

Excel 2007 Dashboards and Reports For Dummies

2011-03-16

what s the use of putting out reports that no one reads properly created dashboards are
graphical representations that put data in a context for your audience and they look
really cool how cool you ll find out when you see the dazzling examples in excel 2007
dashboards reports for dummies and before long everyone s eyes will be riveted to your
dashboards and reports too this revolutionary guide shows you how to turn excel into
your own personal business intelligence tool you ll learn the fundamentals of using
excel 2007 to go beyond simple tables to creating dashboard studded reports that wow
management get ready to catch dashboard fever as you find out how to use basic analysis
techniques build advanced dashboard components implement advanced reporting techniques
and import external date into your excel reports discover how to unleash the power of
excel as a business intelligence tool create dashboards that communicate and get
noticed think about your data in a new way present data more effectively and increase
the value of your reports create dynamic labels that support visualization represent
time and seasonal trending group and bucket data display and measure values versus
goals implement macro charged reporting using excel 2007 as a bi tool is the most cost
efficient way for organizations of any size create powerful and insightful reports and
distribute throughout the enterprise and excel 2007 dashboards and reports for dummies
is the fastest you for you to catch dashboard fever

Dashboards for Excel

2015-10-07

this book takes a hands on approach to developing dashboards from instructing users on
advanced excel techniques to addressing dashboard pitfalls common in the real world
dashboards for excel is your key to creating informative actionable and interactive
dashboards and decision support systems throughout the book the reader is challenged to
think about excel and data analytics differently that is to think outside the cell this
book shows you how to create dashboards in excel quickly and effectively in this book
you learn how to apply data visualization principles for more effective dashboards
employ dynamic charts and tables to create dashboards that are constantly up to date
and providing fresh information use understated yet powerful formulas for excel
development apply advanced excel techniques mixing formulas and visual basic for
applications vba to create interactive dashboards create dynamic systems for decision
support in your organization avoid common problems in excel development and dashboard
creation get started with the excel data model powerpivot and power query

Excel Dashboards & Reports For Dummies

2022-02-28

it s time for some truly excel lent spreadsheet reporting beneath the seemingly endless
rows and columns of cells the latest version of microsoft excel boasts an astonishing
variety of features and capabilities but how do you go about tapping into some of that
power without spending all of your days becoming a spreadsheet guru it s easy you grab
a copy of the newest edition of excel dashboards reports for dummies and get ready to
blow the pants off your next presentation audience with this book you ll learn how to
transform those rows and columns of data into dynamic reports dashboards and
visualizations you ll draw powerful new insights from your company s numbers to share
with your colleagues and seem like the smartest person in the room while you re doing
it excel dashboards reports for dummies offers complete coverage of the latest version
of microsoft excel provided in the microsoft 365 subscription strategies to automate
your reporting so you don t have to manually crunch the numbers every week month
quarter or year ways to get new perspectives on old data visualizing it so you can find
solutions no one else has seen before if you re ready to make your company s numbers



and spreadsheets dance it s time to get the book that ll have them moving to your tune
in no time get excel dashboards reports for dummies today

Excel Create and Learn - Dashboard: More Than 250 Images
And, 4 Full Exercises. Create Step-By-Step a Dashboard.

2017-06-18

dear reader for 15 years i have used microsoft excel professionally teaching and
working in multinational companies this book is a fast and affordable way to learn
microsoft excel and it was designed for users that are starting their journey or want
to review the basics of how to build a beautiful dashboard using pivottables slicers
timeline setup the printing and more also in this book with more than 250 images you
will have the chance to create beautiful customized charts through four warm up
exercises in the beginning of the book you will follow step by step instructions on the
creation of a dynamic infographic dashboard and several customized infographics rapidly
increasing your knowledge take this opportunity to learn in few hours by creating a
project with a beginning middle and end take this opportunity to learn microsoft excel
if you want to expand your knowledge of the wonderful tool that is ms excel check out
my other publications that are focused on market needs and fast learning thank you for
creating and learning roger f silva

Balanced Scorecards and Operational Dashboards with
Microsoft Excel

2010-08-26

created in excel balanced scorecards enable you to monitor operations and tactics while
operational dashboards is a set of indicators regarding the state of a business metric
or process both features are in high demand for many large organizations this book
serves as the first guide to focus on combining the benefits of balanced scorecards
operational dashboards performance managements and data visualization and then
implement them in microsoft excel

Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel

2014-07-01

microsoft s revolutionary power pivot is a tool that allows users to create and
transform data into reports and dashboards in new and much more powerful ways using the
most used analytical tool in the world excel this book written by a member of microsoft
s power pivot team provides a practical step by step guide on creating a financial
dashboard the book covers in detail how to combine and shape the relevant data build
the dashboard in excel providing layout and design tips and tricks prepare the model to
work with fiscal dates and show values used in many financial reports including year to
date variance to target percentage of total and running totals reports accessibly
written this book offers readers a practical real world scenario and can be used as a
day to day reference though the guide focuses on power pivot for excel 2010 a chapter
that discusses power view compatible with excel 2013 and power bi is also included

Building Dashboards with Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 and
Excel 2013

2013-03-26

follow real life step by step examples that provide the building blocks to build
engaging dashboards this practical guide is all about doing get your data open up excel
and go you don t need to be an expert to get the most out of your dynamics gp
implementation and build great looking easily maintained dashboards using microsoft
excel if you have a working knowledge of dynamics and excel you ll be producing amazing
dashboards in hours not days

Mastering Excel

2017-05-23

this lesson in the mastering excel series covers charts specifically interactive charts
this lesson continues to build upon the mastering excel user forms lesson the user
forms lesson covered the various form objects and how to use them the focus in this
lesson is on combining user forms and charts you will learn how to set up charts so
users can interact with them via option buttons spin buttons scroll bars etc the last
exercise shows you how to build a dashboard where users will be able to change the
entire dashboard as it suits them users can change column charts to bar charts pie
charts to 3d pie charts etc you will learn to build one dashboard that can morph into
an entirely different dashboard as with all my lessons there are follow along workbooks
that you can use to work through the exercises at your own pace for new students i don



t leave you high and dry after you buy my lesson you can always contact me with any
questions you have

Building Interactive Dashboards in Microsoft 365 Excel

2024-02-29

unleash the full potential of microsoft excel s latest version and elevate your data
driven prowess with this comprehensive resource key features create robust and
automated dashboards in excel for m365 apply data visualization principles and employ
dynamic charts and tables to create constantly updated and informative dashboards for
your organization uncover the best practices for effective dashboard creation purchase
of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionm365 excel is a
modern excel version that is constantly updated with features that make creating and
automating analyses reports and dashboards very easy compared with older excel versions
this book will help you leverage its full capabilities beginning with a quick overview
of what dashboards are and how they are different from other types of reports then you
ll familiarize yourself with the different standard dashboards currently available and
what they are meant to accomplish for organizations as you progress you ll get to grips
with the use of new powerful tools such as power query and dynamic array formulae in
the automation of analysis gaining insights into the right approach to take in building
effective dashboards you ll equip yourself with not only all the essential formulae
charts and non chart visuals but also learn how to set up your dashboard perfectly
along the way you ll build a couple of awesome dashboards from scratch to utilize your
newfound knowledge by the end of this book you will be able to carry out an impressive
and robust level of analysis on business data that may come from multiple sources or
files using better processes formulae and best practices in m365 to create insightful
dashboards faster what you will learn understand the importance of dashboards in today
s business analytics environment delve into the various essential formulae in excel
utilize power query to shape and transform data to extract insights easily explore the
power of the new dynamic array functions in m365 employ pivottable and power pivot to
automate your dashboards master the setup and optimization of your dashboard canvas
discover best practices for visualization charts and effective dashboard creation
consolidate your knowledge through a hands on concluding project who this book is for
this book is for microsoft excel users especially those tasked with creating dynamic
reports and dashboards that require data and help support to decision makers within an
organization with visually engaging and actionable insights financial analysts data
analysts business analysts and bi professionals will also greatly benefit from this
book some familiarity with the microsoft excel interface is a prerequisite

Financial Modeling in Excel For Dummies

2017-04-11

make informed business decisions with the beginner s guide to financial modeling using
microsoft excel financial modeling in excel for dummies is your comprehensive guide to
learning how to create informative enlightening financial models today not a math whiz
or an excel power user no problem all you need is a basic understanding of excel to
start building simple models with practical hands on exercises and before you know it
you ll be modeling your way to optimized profits for your business in no time excel is
powerful user friendly and is most likely already installed on your computer which is
why it has so readily become the most popular financial modeling software this book
shows you how to harness excel s capabilities to determine profitability develop
budgetary projections model depreciation project costs value assets and more you ll
learn the fundamental best practices and know how of financial modeling and how to put
them to work for your business and your clients you ll learn the tools and techniques
that bring insight out of the numbers and make better business decisions based on
quantitative evidence you ll discover that financial modeling is an invaluable resource
for your business and you ll wonder why you ve waited this long to learn how companies
around the world use financial modeling for decision making to steer strategy and to
develop solutions this book walks you through the process with clear expert guidance
that assumes little prior knowledge learn the six crucial rules to follow when building
a successful financial model discover how to review and edit an inherited financial
model and align it with your business and financial strategy solve client problems
identify market projections and develop business strategies based on scenario analysis
create valuable customized templates models that can become a source of competitive
advantage from multinational corporations to the mom and pop corner store there isn t a
business around that wouldn t benefit from financial modeling no need to buy expensive
specialized software the tools you need are right there in excel financial modeling in
excel for dummies gets you up to speed quickly so you can start reaping the benefits
today

The Big Book of Dashboards

2017-04-24

the definitive reference book with real world solutions you won t find anywhere else
the big book of dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for those tasked with
building or overseeing the development of business dashboards comprising dozens of



examples that address different industries and departments healthcare transportation
finance human resources marketing customer service sports etc and different platforms
print desktop tablet smartphone and conference room display the big book of dashboards
is the only book that matches great dashboards with real world business scenarios by
organizing the book based on these scenarios and offering practical and effective
visualization examples the big book of dashboards will be the trusted resource that you
open when you need to build an effective business dashboard in addition to the
scenarios there s an entire section of the book that is devoted to addressing many
practical and psychological factors you will encounter in your work it s great to have
theory and evidenced based research at your disposal but what will you do when somebody
asks you to make your dashboard cooler by adding packed bubbles and donut charts the
expert authors have a combined 30 plus years of hands on experience helping people in
hundreds of organizations build effective visualizations they have fought many best
practices battles and having endured bring an uncommon empathy to help you the reader
of this book survive and thrive in the data visualization world a well designed
dashboard can point out risks opportunities and more but common challenges and
misconceptions can make your dashboard useless at best and misleading at worst the big
book of dashboards gives you the tools guidance and models you need to produce great
dashboards that inform enlighten and engage

Mastering Excel

2015-06-06

this is a bundle of previously published ebook lessons the mastering excel dashboard
bundle contains the following lessons mastering excel formulas sum sumif mastering
excel formulas vlookup mastering excel pivot tables mastering excel building animated
charts mastering excel conditional formatting mastering excel user forms mastering
excel building dashboards to create effective dynamic excel dashboards there are
several skills that you need to know this bundle covers these skills this is a long
ebook covering many topics in the last lesson you will take all the other topics and
combine them together to create new excel functionality that is not possible out of the
box the ebook contains a link to my website where you can download a zip file with
every follow along workbook for each lesson you will get the opportunity to work
through each lesson on your own pc

Top Secrets of Excel Dashboards

2017-07

for you to meet up with the increase in demand and information requirement you will
need a flexible and integrated business intelligence solution that facilitates more
informed and timely decision excel dashboard is the solution

Excel PivotTables and Dashboard

2019-10-25

do you want to show your data in a stunning dashboard or do you want to create a
dashboard that you have to update frequently let s talk about how to do it any report
you want if you are really serious about excel pivot tables and dashboard and want to
get into the real excel world within the next 7 days of your life if yes then you are
in the right place why because this is the only book that comes with interactive codes
thoroughly tested and proofread by experts expert tips and tricks stand out from the
crowd and exercises with their solutions make the concepts stick to your mind excel is
a powerful yet highly accessible tool for data analyst using data stored on
spreadsheets microsoft is continuously developing new features based on feedback by
excel power user beta testers data analysts and excel aficionados regardless of these
new features those who get the most out of the data analysis features in excel are
those who understand the investigative process creating new ways of looking at the data
through asking the right questions excel pivot tables have many features that allow you
to cut and slice data on the fly after initializing and loading the data into pivot
tables it is a straightforward process to create interactive drag and drop analyst
dashboards excel for the web even makes it possible to publish dynamic dashboards
online for your clients however unfortunately many tend to mistake excel and pivot
tables as the primary tool for creating these new perspectives while these tools may
allow you to create a presentation the impact of that presentation depends solely on
your grasp of the analysis process and the way you present your content accurate and
scientifically sound modeling is the only way to ensure data driven business decisions
this distinction separates data entry freelancers from business analyst consultants who
inform trends in their field excel pivot tables and dashboard is not just a step by
step guide this book can serve as a valuable resource for mastering easy powerful
techniques for creating customizing and controlling dynamic pivottables in excel 2019
strategizing your investigative approach particularly for data analysts and consultants
informing business decisions best practice for scientifically sound modeling reporting
and sharing interactive dashboards common troubleshooting considerations for overcoming
technical issues impactful analysis takes practice and a level of technique much like
the creative field to effectively render and represent ideas even artists must practice
techniques that inform trends in their field analysts must take a similarly methodical



approach to be valuable and give insightful observations to decision makers excel
pivottables and dashboard is a beginner s guide to making presentations that answer why
and how your analysis will impact your client s bottom line remember you can never
compare a well structured paid book with free online resources like youtube channels
discussion forums and other online courses mostly out dated now if you are really
serious about excel pivot tables and dashboard then scroll up and click the buy now
button

Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel

2014-07-01

microsoft s revolutionary power pivot is a tool that allows users to create and
transform data into reports and dashboards in new and much more powerful ways using the
most used analytical tool in the world excel this book written by a member of microsoft
s power pivot team provides a practical step by step guide on creating a financial
dashboard the book covers in detail how to combine and shape the relevant data build
the dashboard in excel providing layout and design tips and tricks prepare the model to
work with fiscal dates and show values used in many financial reports including year to
date variance to target percentage of total and running totals reports accessibly
written this book offers readers a practical real world scenario and can be used as a
day to day reference though the guide focuses on power pivot for excel 2010 a chapter
that discusses power view compatible with excel 2013 and power bi is also included

Microsoft Power BI Dashboards Step by Step

2018-10-05

your hands on guide to building effective power bi dashboards expand your expertise and
teach yourself how to create world class power bi business analysis dashboards that
bring data to life for better decision making if you re an experienced business
intelligence professional or manager you ll get all the guidance examples and code you
need to succeed even if you ve never used power bi before successfully design architect
and implement power bi in your organization take full advantage of any microsoft power
bi platform including power bi premium make upfront decisions that position your power
bi project for success build rich live dashboards to monitor crucial data from across
your organization aggregate data and data elements from numerous internal and external
data sources develop dynamic visualizations including charts maps and graphs bring data
to life with stunning interactive reports ensure dashboard security and compliance
drive user adoption through effective training

Microsoft 365 Excel: The Only App That Matters

2021-04-01

this is a book about microsoft 365 excel or excel 365 no other version in history has
as much power as many features or more possibilities than does excel 365 with a new
formula calculations engine and many new built in functions creating formula solutions
and business models in excel 365 is dramatically easier than at any time in the history
of spreadsheets in addition with the new data tools like power query power pivot and
power bi performing data analysis to make data driven decisions can be easily done on
data with different structures with different sources and on small and big data alike
with this exciting new excel 365 version we will learn three types for formulas
worksheet m code and dax and we will learn three types of reporting dashboarding tools
standard pivottables data model pivottables and power bi visualizations this means that
the new excel 365 is the only app that matters in our age of analytics and data driven
decisions who is this book class for everyone the book starts at the beginning and
moves you to an advanced level by telling a logical story about how to use excel to
solve calculation based problems and answer crucial questions

Dashboarding with SAP Crystal Dashboard Design + Training

2012-11-02

based on microsoft office excel sap crystal dashboard xcelsius allows you to convert
your old spreadsheets into exciting visually interactive dashboards numbers in excel
are brought to life with dynamic graphs which allow the user to customize and visualize
data in real time while spreadsheet data is static and needs to be updated from reports
using cut and paste dashboards automatically query databases or reports for the most
current data this book by report writing services is a 3 day course that includes 10
hours of one on one personal training with a dashboard instructor from information
analytics institute the student learns by building dashboards not by reading theory and
is exposed to a comprehensive collection of components and shown a wide range of design
concepts and practical spreadsheet programming techniques breadth of knowledge is
emphasized over repetitious exercises while dashboard standards and best practices are
taught throughout the course the book consists of nine chapters written in an easy to
follow step by step format all the instructions are accompanied by detailed color
illustrations to help create the dashboards quickly and easily a new and increasingly



challenging dashboard which introduces and teaches new concepts is built in each
chapter student files provided by information analytics institute include a rich set of
pre constructed and mid construction dashboards available to be previewed and examined
prior to purchase these are worked on throughout the course the chapters are knit
together by an entertaining story about candy cane enterprises and how annie heartland
and abel goodman struggle to overcome corporate politics to build dashboards that
reveal the truth about the company s finances sales production client relations and
human resources while learning to build dashboards the student is carried on a journey
from the skyscrapers of new york to the islands of the south pacific and hills of
montana complete with cartoon images intrigue and a little romance the story provides
context and meaning to the tasks the student must perform learning was never so
entertaining includes 10 hours of one on one personal training with a dashboard
instructor from information analytics institute course book dashboards student files
available from information analytics institute to be previewed and examined prior to
purchase training study from your home or office over the internet according to your
schedule meet one on one with an expert instructor for a one hour introduction and
overview of the course complete the nine crystal dashboard step by step self study
chapters approximately 9 hours are required after completing each chapter meet one on
one with your instructor to discuss a series of questions and perform hands on
exercises to ensure an understanding of the material each meeting will last
approximately an hour 10 hours total instructor time is provided during the course you
will get acquainted with the program window menus and toolbars discover the variety of
components you can choose from to create dashboards learn how to use properties and
settings of different objects study how to link objects to spreadsheet data find out
how to set up connections between objects and make them influence each other learn to
organize objects on the canvas by aligning and grouping them see how to organize data
in the spreadsheet by distributing it among different sheets and tables write different
excel formulas to get the data you need learn many facets of effective dashboard design
study and apply standards and best practices

Kpi Checklists

2013-11

kpi checklists is for people who have the task of creating new kpis for their
organisation have been asked to improve or enhance existing kpis or need help
implementing a measurement system using brief explanations and practical checklists
this book will help you deliver meaningful measures that work create reports that
support decision making and deploy the tools you need to engage the rest of your
organisation

Make Your Data Speak

2023-03-08

gather and analyze data successfully identify trends and then create overarching
strategies and actionable next steps all through excel this book will show even those
who lack a technical background how to make advanced interactive reports with only
excel at hand advanced visualization is available to everyone and this step by step
guide will show you how the information in this book is presented in an accessible and
understandable way for everyone regardless of the level of technical skills and
proficiency in ms excel the dashboard development process is given in the format of
step by step instructions taking you through each step in detail universal checklists
and recommendations of a practicing business analyst and trainer will help in solving
various tasks when working with data visualization illustrations will help you perceive
information easily and quickly make your data speak will show you how to master the
main rules techniques and tricks of professional data visualization in just a few days
what you ll learn see how interactive dashboards can be useful for a business review
basic rules for building dashboards understand why it s important to pay attention to
colors and fonts when developing a dashboard create interactive management reports in
excel who this book is for company executives and divisional managers middle managers
business analysts

Understand Pivot Tables For Excel Dashboards

2021-06-29

a pivottable is a powerful tool to calculate summarize and analyze data that lets you
see comparisons patterns and trends in your data pivottables work a little bit
differently depending on what platform you are using to run excel this book is not just
a step by step guide this book can serve as a valuable resource for mastering easy
powerful techniques for creating customizing and controlling dynamic pivottables in
excel 2019 strategizing your investigative approach particularly for data analysts and
consultants informing business decisions best practice for scientifically sound
modeling reporting and sharing interactive dashboards



Beginning Power BI with Excel 2013

2014-10-09

understanding your company s data has never been easier than with microsoft s new power
bi package for excel 2013 consisting of four powerful tools power pivot power view
power query and power maps power bi makes self service business intelligence a reality
for a wide range of users bridging the traditional gap between excel users business
analysts and it experts and making it easier for everyone to work together to build the
data models that can give you game changing insights into your business beginning power
bi with excel 2013 guides you step by step through the process of analyzing and
visualizing your data daniel r clark an expert in bi training and a regular speaker on
these topics takes you through each tool in turn using hands on activities to
consolidate what you ve learned in each chapter starting with power pivot you will
create robust scalable data models which will serve as the foundation of your data
analysis once you have mastered creating suitable data models you will use them to
build compelling interactive visualizations in power view it s often necessary to
combine data from disparate sources into a data model power query allows you to easily
discover combine and refine data from a variety of sources so you can make accurate
judgments with all the available information geographical awareness is another common
requirement of data analysis using power maps you will create captivating
visualizations that map your data in space and time beginning power bi with excel 2013
is your practical guide to getting maximum insight from your data and presenting it
with impact

Beginning Power BI

2017-02-28

analyze your company s data quickly and easily using microsoft s latest tools you will
learn to build scalable and robust data models to work from clean and combine different
data sources effectively and create compelling visualizations and share them with your
colleagues author dan clark takes you through each topic using step by step activities
and plenty of screen shots to help familiarize you with the tools this second edition
includes new material on advanced uses of power query along with the latest user
guidance on the evolving power bi platform beginning power bi is your hands on guide to
quick reliable and valuable data insight what you ll learn simplify data discovery
association and cleansing build solid analytical data models create robust interactive
data presentations combine analytical and geographic data in map based visualizations
publish and share dashboards and reports who this book is for business analysts
database administrators developers and other professionals looking to better understand
and communicate with data

Effective Data Visualization

2019-04-03

now in full color written by sought after speaker designer and researcher stephanie d h
evergreen effective data visualization shows readers how to create excel charts and
graphs that best communicate their data findings this comprehensive how to guide
functions as a set of blueprints supported by both research and the author s extensive
experience with clients in industries all over the world for conveying data in an
impactful way delivered in evergreen s humorous and approachable style the book covers
the spectrum of graph types available beyond the default options how to determine which
one most appropriately fits specific data stories and easy steps for building the
chosen graph in excel now in full color with new examples throughout the second edition
includes a revamped chapter on qualitative data nine new quantitative graph types new
shortcuts in excel and an entirely new chapter on sharing your data with the world
which provides advice on using dashboards new from stephanie evergreen the data
visualization sketchbook provides advice on getting started with sketching and offers
tips guidance and completed sample sketches for a number of reporting formats bundle
effective data visualization 2e and the data visualization sketchbook using isbn 978 1
5443 7178 8

Dashboarding with SAP Crystal Dashboard Design

2012-11-01

based on microsoft office excel sap crystal dashboard xcelsius allows you to convert
your existing spreadsheets into exciting visually interactive dashboards numbers in
excel are brought to life with dynamic graphs which allow the user to customize and
visualize data in real time while spreadsheet data is static and needs to be updated
from reports using cut and paste dashboards automatically query databases or reports
for the most current data this book by report writing services designed as a 3 day
training course is written in a way perfect for self study or an instructor led
classroom setting the student learns by actually building dashboards not by reading
theory and is exposed to a comprehensive collection of dashboard components and shown a
wide range of design concepts and practical spreadsheet programming techniques breadth



of knowledge is emphasized over repetitious exercises and dashboard standards and best
practices are taught throughout the course the book consists of nine chapters written
in an easy to follow step by step format all the instructions are accompanied by
detailed color illustrations to help create the dashboards quickly and easily a new and
increasingly challenging dashboard which introduces and teaches new concepts is built
in each chapter student files provided by information analytics institute include a
rich set of pre constructed and mid construction dashboards available to be previewed
and examined prior to purchase these are worked on throughout the course the chapters
are knit together by an entertaining story about candy cane enterprises and how annie
heartland and abel goodman struggle to overcome corporate politics to build dashboards
that reveal the truth about the company s finances sales production client relations
and human resources while learning to build dashboards the student is carried on a
journey from the skyscrapers of new york to the islands of the south pacific and the
hills of montana complete with cartoon images intrigue and a little romance the story
provides context and meaning to the tasks the student must perform learning was never
so entertaining during the course you will get acquainted with the program window menus
and toolbars discover the variety of components you can choose from to create
dashboards learn how to use properties and settings of different objects study how to
link objects to spreadsheet data find out how to set up connections between objects and
make them influence each other learn to organize objects on the canvas by aligning and
grouping them see how to organize data in the spreadsheet by distributing it among
different sheets and tables write different excel formulas to get the data you need
learn many facets of effective dashboard design apply standards and best practices and
study them with the online standards best practices reference guide and tools includes
course book dashboards student files available from information analytics institute to
be previewed and examined prior to purchase

Data-Driven Security

2014-02-24

uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures security professionals
need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent
security breaches and attacks this careful guide explores two of the most powerful data
analysis and visualization you ll soon understand how to harness and wield data from
collection and storage to management and analysis as well as visualization and
presentation using a hands on approach with real world examples this book shows you how
to gather feedback measure the effectiveness of your security methods and make better
decisions everything in this book will have practical application for information
security professionals helps it and security professionals understand and use data so
they can thwart attacks and understand and visualize vulnerabilities in their networks
includes more than a dozen real world examples and hands on exercises that demonstrate
how to analyze security data and intelligence and translate that information into
visualizations that make plain how to prevent attacks covers topics such as how to
acquire and prepare security data use simple statistical methods to detect malware
predict rogue behavior correlate security events and more written by a team of well
known experts in the field of security and data analysis lock down your networks
prevent hacks and thwart malware by improving visibility into the environment all
through the power of data and security using data analysis visualization and dashboards

Excel Dashboards and Reports For Dummies, 2nd Edition

2014

create dynamic dashboards and put your data on display with for dummies no matter what
business you re in reports have become a staple of the workplace but what good is a
report if no reads it or even worse understands it this all new edition of excel
dashboards reports for dummies is here to help you make meaning of all your data and
turn it into clear and actionable visualizations fully updated for the latest business
intelligence and spreadsheet tools in excel 2013 this book shows you how to analyze
large amounts of data quickly slice data into various views on the fly automate
redundant reporting create eye catching visualizations and more helps you move beyond
reporting data with simple tables rows and columns to designing high impact reports
dashboards and visuals walks you through a wide array of technical and analytical
concepts to give you the background you need to select the right tool for interpreting
and displaying data covers how to build a chart work with pivot tables group and bucket
your data represent trends create what if analyses and increase the value of your
reports excel dashboards reports for dummies 2nd edition is the business analysis tool
you need to transform your raw data into a powerful and effective presentation that is
accessible to everyone

Dashboarding & Reporting with Power BI

2018-06-01

microsoft s revolutionary power bi is a tool that allows users to create and transform
data into reports and dashboards in new and much more powerful ways this book written
by a member of microsoft s power bi team provides a practical step by step guide on
creating a financial dashboard the book covers in detail how to combine and shape the



relevant data build the dashboard in power bi providing layout and design tips and
tricks prepare the model to work with fiscal dates and show values used in many
financial reports including year to date variance to target percentage of total and
running totals reports

Excel 2019 Bible

2018-09-20

the complete guide to excel 2019 whether you are just starting out or an excel novice
the excel 2019 bible is your comprehensive go to guide for all your excel 2019 needs
whether you use excel at work or at home you will be guided through the powerful new
features and capabilities to take full advantage of what the updated version offers
learn to incorporate templates implement formulas create pivot tables analyze data and
much more navigate this powerful tool for business home management technical work and
much more with the only resource you need excel 2019 bible create functional
spreadsheets that work master formulas formatting pivot tables and more get acquainted
with excel 2019 s new features and tools whether you need a walkthrough tutorial or an
easy to navigate desk reference the excel 2019 bible has you covered with complete
coverage and clear expert guidance

Building Performance Dashboards and Balanced Scorecards
with SQL Server Reporting Services

2013-11-04

discover how to maintain and update balanced scorecards and performance dashboards with
sql server reporting services complementing the bestselling balanced scorecards and
operational dashboards with microsoft excel 9780470386811 this indispensable book shows
you how to create maintainable and dynamically updated scorecards and performance
dashboards using microsoft s premier reporting tool for the enterprise sql server
reporting services the book begins with coverage of performance management methods and
metrics and then moves on to introduce you to techniques for developing and delivering
both a dashboard and balanced scorecard using reporting services the authors assume
very limited knowledge of reporting services allowing you to gradually progress through
more advanced topics and solutions shows you how to build a simple dashboard and
balanced scorecard utilizing helpful examples discusses formatting controls and labels
paging and conditional formatting introduces the skills necessary to make reporting
services dashboards and scorecards interactive covers the visual aspect of dashboards
and scorecards and shows how to design and implement dashboards and scorecards in
reporting services for mobile devices explains how to apply the techniques covered
earlier in the book for specific business applications this book sets itself apart from
other titles with its comprehensive and invaluable coverage of key strategies and
techniques for effectively using sql reporting services to create scorecards and
dashboards

Storytelling with Data

2015-10-09

don t simply show your data tell a story with it storytelling with data teaches you the
fundamentals of data visualization and how to communicate effectively with data you ll
discover the power of storytelling and the way to make data a pivotal point in your
story the lessons in this illuminative text are grounded in theory but made accessible
through numerous real world examples ready for immediate application to your next graph
or presentation storytelling is not an inherent skill especially when it comes to data
visualization and the tools at our disposal don t make it any easier this book
demonstrates how to go beyond conventional tools to reach the root of your data and how
to use your data to create an engaging informative compelling story specifically you ll
learn how to understand the importance of context and audience determine the
appropriate type of graph for your situation recognize and eliminate the clutter
clouding your information direct your audience s attention to the most important parts
of your data think like a designer and utilize concepts of design in data visualization
leverage the power of storytelling to help your message resonate with your audience
together the lessons in this book will help you turn your data into high impact visual
stories that stick with your audience rid your world of ineffective graphs one
exploding 3d pie chart at a time there is a story in your data storytelling with data
will give you the skills and power to tell it

Business Intelligence in Microsoft SharePoint 2013

2013-05-15

dive into the business intelligence features in sharepoint 2013 and use the right
combination of tools to deliver compelling solutions take control of business
intelligence bi with the tools offered by sharepoint 2013 and microsoft sql server 2012
led by a group of bi and sharepoint experts you ll get step by step instructions for
understanding how to use these technologies best in specific bi scenarios whether you



re a sharepoint administrator sql server developer or business analyst discover how to
manage the entire bi lifecycle from determining key performance indicators to building
dashboards use web based microsoft excel services and publish workbooks on a sharepoint
server mash up data from multiple sources and create data analysis expressions dax
using powerpivot create data driven diagrams that provide interactive processes and
context with microsoft visio services use dashboards scorecards reports and key
performance indicators to monitor and analyze your business use sharepoint to view bi
reports side by side no matter which tools were used to produced them

Excel Create and Learn - Infographic: Create Step-By-Step
a Dynamic Infographic Dashboard. More Than 200 Images And,
4 Exercises

2017-06-13

a good book for getting starting with dashboards in excel perfect direct short usefull
a solid base to start and grow this book is a fast and affordable way to to learn the
basics of microsoft excel you will learn by creating a dynamic infographic formatting
building graphics working with data validation shapes images formulas including vlookup
and hlookup and more also in this book with more than 200 images you will have the
chance to create beautiful customized charts through four warm up exercises in the
beginning of the book you will follow step by step instructions on the creation of a
dynamic infographic dashboard and several customized infographics rapidly increasing
your knowledge take this opportunity to learn in few hours by creating a project with a
beginning middle and end take this opportunity to learn microsoft excel thank you for
creating and learning roger f silva if you want to expand your knowledge of the
wonderful tool that is ms excel check out my other publications that are focused on
market needs and fast learning excel create and learn excel create and learn dashboard
excel create and learn infographic excel create and learn budget control business
intelligence clinic one dataset multiple solutions power bi business intelligence
clinic excel business intelligence clinic tableau business intelligence clinic qlik
business intelligence clinic

Balanced Scorecards and Operational Dashboards with
Microsoft Excel

2013-01-09

learn to maintain and update scorecards and dashboards withexcel balanced scorecards
and operational dashboards measureorganizational performance and microsoft excel is the
tool usedworldwide to create these scorecards and dashboards this bookcovers time
proven step by step processes on how to guide executiveteams and managers in creating
scorecards and dashboards it thenshows excel developers how to create those scorecards
anddashboards this is the only book that converts theory intopractice the author
addresses the people and processes you need toidentify strategy and operational metrics
and then implement themin dashboards in three versions of excel you ll learn how
balancedscorecards help organizations translate strategy into action andthe ways that
performance dashboards enable managers monitoroperations covers excel 2010 back to
excel 2003 shows how to develop consensus on strategy and operationalplans with the
executive teams details steps in creating tactical action plans gives step by step
guidance in creating the most powerfulmanagement dashboards puts over ten years of
experience in one book balanced scorecards operational dashboards withmicrosoft excel
second edition is the ultimate resource forenhancing your strategic and operational
performance
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